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DeCara, Inc., dba. Dynamis Announces the Launch of its New Online Store
Website: www.dcdynamis.com
Manufacturer of epoxy solutions, Dynamis is pleased to offer online shopping solutions of
epoxy systems on its new website at www.dcdynamis.com. Potential and current
customers and distributors can now create an online account and shop among over 100
epoxy products to fix fiberglass, metal, wood, decks, driveways, electrical motors,
concrete and much more.
Venice, FL, April 20, 2009 – After offering its epoxy products primarily to wholesalers and
distributors for many years, Dynamis’ product line is now available online for retail. Customers
can shop for any epoxy adhesives, coatings and compounds to a diverse range of epoxy systems
and custom formulation epoxy. All of our products are developed to respond to any particular
need.
Dynamis’ epoxy product lines range from user-friendly marine epoxy compounds for boat repairs
and boatbuilding industries to electrical potting compounds, concrete maintenance systems, and
coatings and adhesives systems. Over the years, Dynamis has specialized in many industries
such as the Marine, Construction, Automobile, and Electrical. Dynamis offers competitive prices
and guaranteed superior quality. “We have an in-house research team, and all of our
development, testing and manufacturing are done at our headquarters in Florida” says John
Caramanian, president of DeCara, Inc. Dynamis’ product lines use the latest epoxy technology to
offer systems without blush, thereby reducing or eliminating interlaminate surface preparations.
“Our goal is to build long lasting relationships with our clients and distributors, and bring the best
in fulfilling any needs as we have done it for many years” says Caramanian.
For additional information on Dynamis’ new online store, contact Nadia Vizza or Eric DeGrave or
visit www.dcdynamis.com. All epoxy products are user-friendly, no blush, no-sag, no shrinkage,
corrosion resistant, fresh water and salt water resistant, custom formulated, chemical resistant,
solvent-free, non-flammable, low/no odor, interior & exterior durability, wear resistant, weather
proof and stain resistant.

-moreABOUT DeCara, Inc. dba Dynamis - Inventor, innovator and manufacturer of epoxy systems for
over 50 years. DeCara, Inc. headquarters is located on the Florida Gulf Coast Area in Venice. We
strive for quality in our products and services. We offer a complete line of epoxy adhesives,
coatings, and compounds from the marine industry to automobile, electrical or construction
industry. Dynamis continuously innovates by offering custom epoxy products to fulfill the most
unique needs. Our products are tested under specific conditions before being released publicly.
For more information about Dynamis, please visit www.dcdynamis.com
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